Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Big data means a lot in financial services in the transformation of the organization services, profits, etc. It is more promising for financial analysts and also the investors for their services and investments. The large information gathered over stock message boards is being large assets for nearly 71 percent of organizations and it also uses the historical time series data for accurate predictions of the stock market. It also gains new insights of financial organizations as well as investors. Big data technologies create a value for these types of data in financial market. Once the data are collected from message board (unstructured) they have to be classified based on the users sentiment on data in order to predict the correct results by integrating the historical data. The historical data is analyzed by financial volatility models. This paper deals with the models that can be used with predictive analytics of big data in financial market for better predictions.
Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis is the process of identifying user's view from their reviews or feedback from social media. These reviews are only unstructured and it is handled by the tools of big data which implements the machine learning algorithm for analyzing sentiments. The Sentiment Analysis is focused when it comes to big data analytics because of the reviews of customers who are majorly involved in the benefit of the organization. The sentiment of the reviews is based on the subjectivity f the content. For example the phrase like "not bad" means "good", the words directly give positive feedback are "good", "amazing", etc. the negative feedbacks include "poor", "not good", etc., These are the features to be extracted from each and every statement of the review and classified as polarity represented in figure 1 . It is mainly used in fields like marketing and advertisement to improve the quality and profit of the product by various organizations. In financial analysis it is the reviews on stock exchange dash board from the investors or analysts or by any organizations. 
Financial Volatility
Even though online reviews are analyzed using sentiment analysis methods the analysis of financial volatility using traditional volatility methods is important to make accurate predictions on stock or other financial data. The veracity will be there in the mere analysis of online reviews and hence it requires historical data analysis for producing better result than complete uncertainty in data. In finance, volatility could be a measure for variation of worth of a financial mechanism over a period of time. Historic volatility springs from statistic of past market costs. An implied volatility springs from the value of a market listed spinoff (in explicit, an option). The symbol σ is employed for volatility, and corresponds to std. deviation, that shouldn't be confused with the equally named variance, that is instead the square, σ2. In stock market, the shares may go up and down day by day which is not consistent is said to be the volatility. The historic data can be structured but it holds a large amount of data that could be integrated with reviews.
SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Sentiment analysis is the classification of sentiment features from the real life data such as comments posted on review boards. It plays a major role in big data analytics to provide predictive results with the machine learning algorithms. The sentiment is categorized into positive, negative and neutral [1] . There are two main tasks (1) product features are identified from the comments of reviewers and (2) the comments are classified as positive or negative. These are very challenging tasks. The classification can be done with document level, sentence level, phrase level, etc., using algorithms such as machine learning technologies such as supervised and unsupervised algorithms [2] .
Unsupervised Machine Learning
Unsupervised learning is that of tries to search out the hidden structure in untagged knowledge. Because the examples provided to the learner are untagged, there's no error or reward signal to gauge a possible resolution. The unsupervised learning is distinguished from supervised learning and reinforcement learning when there is no error. Unsupervised learning traditionally uses the lexicon based approach for sentiment classification [3] . These methods uses sentiment lexicon to identify entire document's sentiment polarity [4] - [6] .
Lexicon Based Approach:
It is the sentiment based on each word and phrase. It is identified by Turney [7] as semantic orientation of the reviews. Later the lexicon based approach is used for sentiment extraction. A lexicon based approach is a practical and easy approach for Sentiment Analysis of data without a requirement for training. A Lexicon based approach is good on how the lexicon is used. A lexicon-based approach is mainly projected to perform task using opinion bearing words (or simply opinion words).Opinion words are the commonly used words to express positive or negative opinions (or sentiments), For example, "good", "bad", "poor" and "excellent". The count of positive and negative opinion words is used to determine the feature of the product in each sentence of the review. When the positive opinion words are more than the negative opinion words, then final conclusion on the feature will be positive or otherwise negative [8] .
Supervised Machine Learning:
Supervised machine learning uses a trained label set to classify the sentiment on data. The training corpus is used for learning new classification of data [9] . A set of training examples will be there for training data. Each example consists of an input object (vector) and a desired output value (supervisory signal).A literature study shows often SVM yields higher accuracy results than other techniques [2] .
Naïve Bayes Classifier:
Naïve Bayes classification method is simple method and comparatively produces good results with sensible accuracy. It uses a bag of words for classifying the subjectivity of the content. It is based on Naïve Bayes rule assuming conditional independence which is a main drawback of this classification [10] . For classifying a document d and class c using Bayes theorem is given by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2,
Support Vector Machine:
SVM is a classification and regression model used for data analysis. It constructs a set of hyper planes used for linear classification and regression shown in figure 2. It uses kernel mapping for non linear classification [11] which is used for erroneous classification. It produces more accurate results on both classification and regression than other machine learning techniques [2] . 
_______________________________________________________________________________________

FINANCIAL VOLATILITY
Financial volatility is predictable and deals with the historical data which is a time series model. These large data is handled with some classic methods of financial volatility to determine the future. It is very important for financial investments of investors [12] . Volatility is the change in prices of assets during particular period of time. It is measured with the standard deviation continuously with the specific period of time [13] . Gaussian process is the widely used process for this measure but the efficient method ARCH was first introduce by Engle [14] . Later it is extended to GARCH which is more persistent even other models are derived from it for the stock market volatility.
ARCH
Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (ARCH) is introduced by R.F Engle [14] for the calculation of financial volatility. ARCH is a regression model to find the maximum likelihood estimation b the calculation of mean and variance V using Eq. 3.
ARCH model uses conditional variance and the variance function can be generally expressed as in Eq. 4.
Where y is the variance, p is the order of ARCH process and is a vector of unknown parameters
GARCH
Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (GARCH) is the derived process of ARCH to allow the lagged conditional variance which is not allowed in ARCH process. This is also a learning mechanism which can be used for measuring stock volatility for efficient results than ARCH process [15] . In GARCH (p,q) process p,q is the order of process and GARCH (1,1) is more efficient and useful. It is given by Eq. 5. 
SVR BASED ON GARCH MODEL
SVR based on GARCH model is a review over using SVM and GARCH model for predictive analysis which is a part of big data predictive analytics which can predict the future with the day to day information and historical data of finance. The following review gives the results on these models showing the better predictions can be made for future in the application of finance.
Desheng Dash Wu, Lijuan Zheng, and David L.
Olson [16]:
A popular financial website Sina Finance is used to collect the financial reviews. This data also identified the communication between investors are during opening and closing time of stock market. From this data the sentiments are classified using SVM where the chi square test is used to 
Fernando Perez-Cruz, Julio A Afonso
Rodriguez and Javier Giner [17]:
In general, standard ML procedure is used to evaluate the parameters of the GARCH model. Here SVM is used to evaluate the parameters of GARCH model. In ML estimation the fit should be Gaussian distribution to produce best fit or else it provides more error terms. But SVM does not rely on previous data and also it tries to produce the best fit.SVM also does not produce best fit on Gaussian distribution because of pdf model. Here SVM is used as linear distribution not as nonlinear distribution which can be used in future. With linear distribution SVM evaluates the GARCH parameters to produce best fit.
Peter R. Hansen and Asger Lunde [18]:
In order to find the ability of volatility models in forecasting conditional variance, a large number of models are compared using the DM-$ exchange rates and IBM stock returns. The volatility models are compared with its parameters like realized variance using first R observations by considering null hypothesis as the benchmark model. Nearly 330 ARCH models are compared but everything is outperformed by GARCH (1,1) model in terms of exchange rates. SPA test is used as the significance test to estimate the GARCH (1,1) model to make conclusion on selecting the volatility model. It is proven that in terms of IBM returns GARCH (1,1) is inferior but in terms of exchange rates, no other model can beat GARCH(1,1) model.
Robert P.Schumaker and Hsinchun Chen [19]:
A predictive machine learning technique is used to examine the financial news articles using textual representations. The two data sources , company generated and independently generated data sources are used. SVM is used to predict the stock specific variables and also for discrete numeric prediction. Here a new model called AZFinText system is designed for identifying the performance of future stock profit by closeness measure, accuracy and trading. Textual representation is good while using proper nouns and SVM is used to learn the change in share prices and adjust it due to the change of price severity. SVM produce better results than other machine learning techniques.
Jun Hua Zhao, Zhao Yang Dong, Zhao Xu, Kit Po Wang [20]:
The forecasting of electricity price is estimated using SVM. 
Reinaldo C. Garcia, Javier Contreras, Marco van Akkeren, and João Batista C. Garcia [21]:
The forecasting of electricity price is estimated with GARCH model. In historical time series analysis of data, the present and future values of the data is estimated using maximum likelihood. For non linear networks, selection of model is done by comparing ARIMA and GARCH model with time varying variance. Statistical significance and hypothesis tests are carried out to verify GARCH parameters such as auto correlation and residuals. The GARCH methodology is used to estimate the electricity prices for Spain and California electricity markets. The result proves that GARCH model outperforms the generalized time series model ARIMA. The extreme ability of the volatility model is also tested to prove that GARCH model can be used for non linear distribution like deregulating electricity market.
Altaf Hossain, Mohammed Nasser [22]:
The ARMA-GARCH, SVM, Relevance Vector Machine (RVM), Recurrent SVM (RSVM) are applied for estimating the financial volatility. The comparison of GARCH and ARMA-GARCH is made with RRVM and RSVM. For this evaluation India's Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) SENSEX Index data and Japan's stock market NIKKEI225 is used. The prices of stock index are collected from Yahoo Finance. The collected data should be transformed log returns for the analysis. The models SVM and RVM are applied to GARCH for comparing GARCH and ARMA-GARCH model to forecast stock market volatility. DD, MSE, MAE and R 2 are used for evaluation. The conclusion states that ARMA-GARCH is better than pure GARCH model, relevance vector produced by RRVM is smaller than RSVM but both RRVM and RSVM performs equally. In terms of DS and MSE RRVM is better than RSVM whereas in terms of MAE, RSVM is better than RRVM. The result also proven RRVM is better than RSVM for forecasting stock market volatility.
Robert Engle [23]:
The usefulness of ARCH and GARCH models are described in financial forecasting. The standard deviation is calculated to find the usefulness of both the models. The weights for forecasting the variance is determined by the ARCH model. GARCH model also estimate the weights but it never decline it to complete zero. It is easy and simple form to estimate by conditional variances. Both the models are used in various applications but successful especially in financial forecasting due to the risk measurement. These models and their derivatives provide the storage to analyze and test the pricing and its change over time.
Pichhang Ou, Hengshan Wang [24]:
For classification and regression, RVM is used in forecasting financial time series. RVM uses Bayesian approach which is identical to SVM. Here GARCH(1,1) is used with RVM to forecast Shanghai composite Index. This GARCH-RVM is compared with other machine learning techniques such as recurrent Least Square SVM and RSVM and also basic GARCH(1,1) model. The predictive capability of RVM is better than LSSVM and SVM because of its larger memory to rely on previous series of information.
4.10Wei Sun, Jian-Chang Lu, Ming Meng [25]:
SVM is used to forecast market clearing price (MCP) of electricity market. For this analysis nonlinear SVM function called kernel SVM is used. It is compared with RBF kernel of BP neural network forecasting to estimate its efficiency to predict MCP. In this analysis past price is not included except some influencing factors of electricity price. On comparison it is proved that SVM has lesser errors and better performance on generalization than BP neural network model.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we discussed about how the big data analytics especially predictive analytics is influenced in the financial market mainly in the stock exchange with its emerging technologies. The data analytics is also the main focused area on big data analytics from the volume, variety of data collected over the internet with its velocity but the value of data results in applications where the data could give some meaning. For its value it is analyzed to predict the future with predictive analytics of big data and veracity or uncertainty is something that always remains in any type of analysis. So the historical data is used here with some traditional techniques to give optimized predictions. For all these analysis some techniques and methods are unconditionally required to complete the required process. We mainly focused on such methods that are used to predict the future of the stock market using methods and algorithms for both day to day information and historical data. Among the entire methods the study shows that SVM algorithm is majorly used for sentimental classification because of its accurate results compared to other machine learning algorithms. Similarly in the financial volatility GARCH is the widely used method for the historical or time series data analysis. The integration of SVM and GARCH model largely helps for the analysts of stock market and also for the investors to predict the stocks for more profit. 
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